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RG Goalkeeper Gloves © a Ramiro Gonzalez Trading LTD brand.

Ramiro Daniel Gonzalez
Phone: 00357 99269291

Email: ramirocuey@hotmail.com
www: http://www.rggloves.com
Facebook: RG Goalkeeper Gloves 
Instagram: rggoalkeepergloves
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Keepers!

After many months of hard work, the 2018-2019 RG collection is coming stronger 
than ever. We put all our effort in finding the right fit and grip for our gloves with the 
newest materials and palms.

It is very exciting for us that RG GOALKEEPER GLOVES is now an internationally 
registered brand and also one of the newest, most promising brands in the world. 
This gives us the motivation to offer you year by year our best, to be there for you, to 
improve with you and to help you achieve your targets whoever you are and where 
ever you play!

We want to thank you all, our keepers around the world!

BORN TO BE A KEEPER

Ramiro Gonzalez
Owner & Director of RG Goalkeeper Gloves
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GUIDE GLOVES

Roll Sensation:

Roll Feeling:

Hybrid Roll:

Hybrid:

Negative:

Q-WATER CONTACT AQUA CONTACT BLACK GIGA GRIP SUPERSOFT ROUGH PROFILE
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GLOVE TECHNOLOGY

6D AIR MESH

AIR PU

3D AIR MESH

FIX FIT

-

RUBBER PUNCH

3D RUBBER PUNCH

PINHOLE BODY MESH 

RUBBER TAB
-

AIR MESH

Air Pu is a light and waterproof material used as base to make the 
body of the most technical gloves. It fits to the hand shape and 
keeps the inner part dry and fresh. Besides it is very easy to clean.  

Air Mesh is a padding material used as a base to make the body of 
the most armed gloves. It makes the glove thicker but keeping the 
fit to the hand shape thanks to the flexibility of the mesh. It also 
provides a excelent ventilation through its pores. 

Air Mesh is a padding material used as a base to make the body of 
the most armed gloves. It makes the glove thicker but keeping the 
fit to the hand shape thanks to the flexibility of the mesh. It also 
provides a excelent ventilation through its pores.

Air Mesh is a padding material used as a base to make the body of 
the most armed gloves. It makes the glove thicker but keeping the 
fit to the hand shape thanks to the flexibility of the mesh. It also 
provides a excelent ventilation through its pores.

Rubber Punch is a gadget located in the punching zone to make 
the punching more powerful and accurate. It is a tough and 
non-sliding surface. The hardness increases the force of the 
impact while the non-sliding material reduce the rotatory effect of 
the ball making the punching even better.

The RG rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the 
erosion of the strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

3D Rubber Punch is a gadget located in the punching zone to make 
the punching more powerful and accurate. It is a tough and 
non-sliding surface. The hardness increases the force of the 
impact while the non-sliding material reduce the rotatory effect of 
the ball making the punching even better.

Fix Fit provides what it takes to achieve one of the most smooth 
and steady grips of the world. The system works with a gel intro-
duced between the latex palm and the inner coating. It cushions 
the impact and makes the palm to adapt to the sferic shape of ball, 
providing a safety and comfortability never seen before.

New body material, that offers an extreme fit to the hand, breath-
able, elastic, soft, wrinkle free, natural, antibacterial, Hygroscopic 
(quick dry fabric) The keepers will feel the gloves and the hands as 
one.  The Fit is absolutely Amazing!!!
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 SNAGA ROSSO 
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Our red beauty comes back stronger than ever! A true 
classic, one of our best models is now ready to hit keep-
ers one more time.  The Red predominant color is ev-
erywhere on our new Snaga Rosso, a glove that offers a 
fantastic Grip & Fit.  It is super comfortable a true must 
have for all keepers!

 SNAGA ROSSO 

PALM
Giga Grip palm of 4mm + 3mm Internal padding set on a Hybrid 
Roll finger Cut without stitching. The double wrapped thumb 
provides comfort and more contact area with the ball. Fix Fit 
Technology.

BACK HAND
4mm of Natural German Latex with + 3mm of internal padding 
inside. Set on breathable PU material. Special Characteristics:  
RG Rubber Punch.  It strengthens the contact zone with the ball 
for  better and more secure punching.

BODY
The PU Material provides for maximum flexibility and comfort while 
allowing the hand to breath inside the glove.

CLOSURE
Elastic, double wrapped wrist strap set on elasticized bandage of 8cm 
wide.  Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put 
or take the glove.

Size: 7  - 11
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SNAGA AQUA 
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Our Snaga Aqua model, is already a classic for many keepers 
around the world.  An excellent glove in all sense, great du-
rability and great grip at any conditions.  its equally armed on 
the backhand but flexible enough to be very comfortable on 
the hand and with its double wrapped elastic closure makes 
its ideal for all types of keepers. Fix Fit Technology!

Size: 8  - 11

PALM

BACK HAND
4mm of Natural German Latex with + 3mm of internal padding 
inside. Set on breathable PU material. Special Characteristics:  
RG Rubber Punch.  It strengthens the contact zone with the ball 
for  better and more secure punching.

BODY
The PU Material provides for maximum flexibility and comfort while 
allowing the hand to breath inside the glove.

CLOSURE
Elastic, double wrapped wrist strap set on elasticized bandage of 8cm 
wide.  Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put 
or take the glove.

Aqua Contact of 4mm with +3mm internal padding set on a Hybrid 
- Roll finger Cut without stitching. The double wrapped thumb 
provides comfort and more contact surface with the ball. Special 
Characteristic: FIX FIT Technology that provides a tight, set feeling 
of the hand inside the glove.  It doesn’t allow the hand to move 
inside of the glove.

SNAGA AQUA 
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HAKA
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Our latest Star, a model with plenty of personality!  
The haka is a type of ancient Mâori war dance traditionally used on the battlefield, as well as when 
groups came together in peace. Haka is a fierce display of a tribe’s pride, strength and unity. The 
words of a haka often poetically describe ancestors and events in the tribe’s history.
Today, haka is still used during Mâori ceremonies and celebrations to honor guests and show the 
importance of the occasion. Haka is also used to challenge opponents on the sports field. 

Size: 7  - 11

HAKA

PALM

BACK HAND
Pinhole Body mesh make this glove soft and elastic. The top part 
of the glove is set on latex of 4mm, with a Rubber Punch in the 
perfect position to offer a great punch area for all keepers.

BODY
Set on our New Pinhole Mesh for better Fit, Elastic, breathable, soft, 
wrinkle free, natural, antibacterial, Hygroscopic (quick dry fabric).

CLOSURE
Our newly developed 50-50 Strap Closure, a mix of Elastic closure 
and Embossed Latex, that offers the perfect fit and give a great 
security on the wrist area.
We cannot wait for all keepers to try this model!!!

Roll-Feeling Cut, for a great contact with the ball. 4mm of Contact 
Black grip + 3mm of Internal padding.  Single Wrap thumb for an 
excellent control of the ball during catching. Fix Fit Technology.
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 • ASPRO
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Aspro Model is one of our most comfortable gloves and that’s why we decide to 
add to this incredible new 3D design, top quality, removable, Finger save spines.
Its has roll finger non-stitching cut with an extended wrapped palm from the 
palm to the backhand for a better contact with the ball. A very well-padded glove 
that will be a hit between keepers that want a classic all white model with a very 
good padding to feel extra strong and secure!

Size: 7  - 11

 • ASPRO

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Breathable PU Material provides for maximum flexibility and comfort 
while allowing the hand to breath inside the glove.

CLOSURE
Single wrap Soft German Latex for extra comfort, measured to the 
millimeter. Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put or 
take the glove.

4mm  Giga Grip German Latex with +3mm internal padding, set on a 
Negative - Roll finger cut and a double wrapped thumb finger for 
maximum contact area. It has a very tight fit on the hand and an ideal 
sensation of the ball like no other model. Special Characteristic: FIX FIT 
Technology that provides a tight, set feeling of the hand inside the glove.

4mm of Natural Latex with + 3mm of internal padding inside. New 
embossing & extended palm that improve the Fit & Contact with 
the ball in any position or catch with the ball. Improved RG Rubber 
punch for a better contact with the ball!
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 TUANIS
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PALM

BACK HAND
Pinhole Body mesh makes this glove soft and elastic, with the 
top part of the gloves finishing on latex of 4mm.  The Rubber 
Punch in the perfect position offers a great punch area for all 
keepers.

BODY
Set on our New Pinhole Mesh for better Fit, Elastic, breathable soft, 
wrinkle free, natural, antibacterial, Hygroscopic (quick dry fabric).

CLOSURE
Elastic, Double wrapped wrist, set on an elasticized bandage of 8 cm 
wide. The rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the 
erosion of the strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

Negative Cut, for a great contact with the ball, 4mm Giga Grip 
German Latex with 3mm of internal padding. Double wrap thumb. 
Fix Fit.

The happiness from Centro America its here and better than ever!
Tuanis comes back with a new design offering a very tight feeling on the hands and following the 
new era of gloves with newly developed materials. The negative cut offers a great fit, and together 
with the Pinhole mesh body offer an amazing soft fit that makes this glove a star! The elastic closure 
allows the keeper to have the wrist area very stable and secure.
The Rubber punch on the New Tuanis its anatomic and covers the exact part of the punching area. 
We also added a double Thumb wrap and an extended wrap palm to give to this model all the extras!

Size: 8  - 11

 TUANIS
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 DREER
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All the power of Latin America in one model! With a new 3D 
Rubber punch, a supper Tight Fit on the hand and a perfect 
sensation of the ball, the Dreer model offers an amazing 
contact with the ball under all circumstances of the game. 
Fix Fit Technology!

Size: 8  - 11

  • DREER

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Flexible Mesh material for optimal movement and comfort.

CLOSURE
Elastic, double wrapped, black wrist strap set on elasticized bandage of 
8cm wide.  Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put or 
take the glove.

4mm  Giga Grip German Latex with +3mm internal padding, set on a 
Negative - Roll finger cut and a double wrapped thumb finger for 
maximum contact area. It has a very tight fit on the hand and an ideal 
sensation of the ball like no other model. Special Characteristic: FIX FIT 
Technology that provides a tight, set feeling of the hand inside the glove.

New embossed design of 4mm of Natural Latex with + 3mm of 
internal padding inside. Set on Air Mesh material. Special Character-
istic: 3D RG Rubber Punch, designed for strength and security on 
the contact zone while punching the ball away.
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  • • AVERSA
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The Aversa model has a Roll-Negative Hybrid roll cut, of-
fering a top Fit and feeling of the ball. A very complete glove 
for keepers that like the combo of a tight glove but also of a 
well-padded backhand!

Size: 8  - 11

  • • AVERSA

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Breathable PU Material provides for maximum flexibility and comfort 
while allowing the hand to breath inside the glove.

CLOSURE
Elastic, double wrapped, white wrist strap set on elasticized bandage of 
8cm wide.  Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put or 
take the glove.

4mm of Giga Grip German Latex (+3mm internal padding) set on a 
Hybrid - Roll - Negative Cut and a double wrapped thumb finger for 
maximum contact area.New wrapped palm tha extends to the back-
hand. Special Characteristic: FIX FIT Technology that provides a tight, 
set feeling of the hand inside the glove.  It doesn’t allow the hand to 
move inside of the glove.

New 3D Embossed  Natural Latex with + 3mm of internal padding 
inside. Set on AIR PU material. Special Characteristic: 3D RG 
Rubber Punch, designed for strength and security on the contact 
zone while punching the ball away.
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  • •  • BACAN
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Bacan was one of our best sellers in 2017-2018, and that is why we wanted to give extra 
Grip for wet conditions to the new BACAN.  We have added to this amazing glove our new 
Q-Water latex that offers an amazing grip in wet or humid conditions!
The Roll Sensation Cut now together with the Q-Water grip make this model a must have 
for all keepers at any level! Size: 7  - 11

  • •  • BACAN

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Set on New 6D Air Mesh for better look and breathability! New extended 
backhand till the wirst for better fit!

CLOSURE
Single wrap Soft German Latex for extra comfort, measured to the 
millimeter. Special Characteristic: The RG rubber tab at the end of the 
closure helps to avoid the erosion of the strap when the keepers put or 
take the glove.

New Roll Sensation cut, for a amazing contact with the ball. 4mm  Giga 
Grip German Latex with +3mm internal padding. Single Thumb wrap. 
Special Characteristic: FIX FIT Technology that provides a tight, set 
feeling of the hand inside the glove.  It doesn’t allow the hand to move 
inside of the glove.

4mm Embossed natural German latex with +3mm of internal 
padding inside. New 3D Rubber Punch and an amazing design!
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ASPRO ENTRENO
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Our New Aspro Entreno continues offering the best specifications for 
keepers that want a glove with Rough Profile grip. Durability, colorful, 
a fantastic fit and an excellent grip on dry conditions make this glove a 
perfect option for keepers that look for this kind of gloves.

Size: 4  - 11

ASPRO ENTRENO

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Set on breathable jaguard Mesh Material

CLOSURE
Synthetic, single wrap closure set on 8 cm of elastic material on the 
wrist.RG rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the erosion of 
the strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

Red & Blue 4 mm Rough Profile German Latex, + 4mm internal 
padding.  Set on a Roll Finger Cut without stitching and single wrapped 
thumb finger.

New Design with 4mm synthetic backhand with 4mm Internal 
padding and 10 removable fingers save spines for maximum com-
fort and support.
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 SNAGA TEIDE
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The new medium version of our SNAGA model.  An innovative and col-
orful design set on a roll finger non-stitching cut with 10 removable fin-
gers save spines.  The elastic double wrap closure offers the perfect fit 
and security for everyone.

Size: 4  - 11

SNAGA TEIDE

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Set on breathable jaguard Mesh Material

CLOSURE
Elastic double wrap closure set on 8 cm of elastic material on the wrist.  
RG rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the erosion of the 
strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

DOUBLE color palm cyan blue with yellow 3.5 mm Super Soft German 
Latex.  4mm internal padding, set on a Roll Finger Cut without stitching 
and single wrapped thumb finger.

New Design with 4mm synthetic backhand with 4mm Internal 
padding and 10 removable fingers save spines for maximum com-
fort and support.
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  DREER GAEA
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Our new Dreer Gaea, is a glove that offers a very nice tight fit with a 
super soft grip.  There are 5 removable fingers save spines that arm 
the backhand. We empower it with a double wrap elastic closure for a 
perfect adjustment on the wrist.

Size: 4  - 11

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Set on breathable Mesh Material

CLOSURE
Elastic double wrap closure set on 8 cm of elastic material on the wrist.  
RG rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the erosion of the 
strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

RED 3.5 mm Super Soft German Latex, + 4mm internal padding, set on 
a Roll Finger Cut without stitching and single wrapped thumb finger.

New Design with 4mm synthetic backhand, 4mm Internal padding 
and 10 removable finger save spines for maximum comfort and 
support.

  DREER GAEA
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HAKA AROHA
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We want to offer our keepers a great selection of medium range gloves, 
and that is why we put emphasis on the designs and color combinations 
to have a great result.
Haka Aroha it’s a model with a lot energy.

Size: 4  - 11

HAKA AROHA

PALM

BACK HAND

BODY
Set on breathable jaguard Mesh Material

CLOSURE
Synthetic, single wrap closure set on 8 cm of elastic material on the wrist. 
RG rubber tab at the end of the closure helps to avoid the erosion of the 
strap when the keepers put or take the glove.

Roll-Feeling Cut, for an excellent feeling with the ball on the hand with 
a new single Thumb wrap for a better fit. 3.5 mm Yellow and Blue 
Super Soft Latex.

Completely New Design with 4mm synthetic backhand, 4mm 
Internal padding and 10 removable fingers save spines for maxi-
mum comfort and support.
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SWEATSHIRT (BLACK/YELLOW)

GOALIE TOP TSHIRT (LONG SLEEVE)

RAIN JACKET

SWEATSHIRT (BLUE/ BLACK)

Color: 
Black / Yellow 

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester

New design! New colors! Rain 
Jacket or wind stopper; excellent 
quality. Light and versatile.

Sizes:
3XS to XL

Color: 
Black / Yellow  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester Speedo

Sweat Shirt specially for training. Ideal to keep you warm 
in the cool days. Can be used in all types of surfaces. Great, 

light Fit! A must have product for all the keepers!

Sizes: 
3XS to XXL

Color: 
Blue / Yellow  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester Quick Cool Interlock

Long Sleeve
New design!!!  Keepers t-shirt with tight fi t to the body. 
Very comfortable and light with side protections on the 

area of the elbow. Ideal for Training or Game.

Sizes: 
3XS to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester Interlock

Anatomic, elastic, very comfortable and of excellent quality; ideal 
for training or for everyday use as it helps maintain correct body 
temperature in all conditions in the winter.

Sizes: 
3XS to XL
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GOALKEEPER PANT LONG (PADDED)

GOALKEEPER PANT SHORT (PADDED)

GOALIE TOP TSHIRT (SHORT SLEEVE)

GOALKEEPER PANT 3/4 (PADDED)

Color: 
Blue / Yellow  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester Quick Cool Interlock

Great tight fit. Excellent option for game 
or training. Light and durable.
Short Sleeve.

Sizes:
3XS to 2XL

Color: 
Black / Blue  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Dull Speedo

New design! A Keeper’s pant ideal for games or training, 
with 12mm foam protection on the areas of the hips and 

knees. It feels very comfortable and light.

Sizes: 
3XS to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Dull Speedo

New design!  A Keepers pant ideal for games or training, 
with 12mm foam protection on the areas of the hips and 

knees. It feels very comfortable and light.

Sizes: 
3XS to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Dull Speedo

New design!  A Keepers pant ideal for games or training, with 
12mm foam protection on the areas of the hips and knees. It 
feels very comfortable and light.

Sizes: 
3XS to XL
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COMPRESSION TSHIRT PADDED

COMPRESSION 3/4 PANT (PADDED)

TRAINING PANT

COMPRESSION LONG PANT (PADDED)

Color: 
Blue / Yellow  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Light Speedo 

New design, new product! Specially made for 
all seasons.  Ideal pant for football training, gym 
time or even leisure time as it is very comfortable 
and light with an amazing fit to the body.

Sizes:
S to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue  

Material descriptions: 
100% Rubax with FOAM Padding

New Thermal T-shirt, elastic, very tight fit on 
the body made from an excellent quality Jap-
anese material ideal for the winter. This one 

is padded on the shoulders and the elbows 
for maximum protection during those dives 

on the ground. Top quality protection from the 
cold; ideal for Training or Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with FOAM Padding

New design, new anatomic padding! Thermal, FOAM 
padded long pant, elastic, very tight fit on the body made 
from an excellent quality Japanese material. Ideal for all 

seasons. This one is padded on the hips and knees for 
maximum protection during those dives on the ground. Top 

quality protection; ideal For Training or Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with FOAM Padding

New design, new anatomic padding! Thermal, FOAM padded long 
pant, elastic, very tight fit on the body made from an excellent 
quality Japanese material. Ideal for all seasons. This one is pad-
ded on the hips and knees for maximum protection during those 
dives on the ground. Top quality protection; ideal For Training or 
Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL
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COMPRESSION LONG PANT (PADDED)

COMPRESSION SHORT PANT (PADDED)

COMPRESSION SHORT PAN (PADDED)

COMPRESSION 3/4 PANT (PADDED)

Color: 
Black / Blue  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with FOAM Padding

New design, new anatomic padding! Thermal, 
FOAM padded long pant, elastic, very tight fit on 
the body made from an excellent quality Japa-
nese material. Ideal for all seasons. This one is 
padded on the knees for maximum protection 
during those dives on the ground. Top quality 
protection; ideal For Training or Games!

Sizes:
3XS to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue  

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with EVA Padding

New design, new STRONGER, HARDER pad-
ding! Thermal, EVA padded long pant, elastic, 
very tight fit on the body made from an excel-

lent quality Japanese material. Ideal for all 
seasons. This one is padded on the hips and 
knees for maximum protection during those 

dives on the ground. Top quality protection; 
ideal For Training or Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with EVA Padding

New design, new STRONGER, HARDER padding! Thermal, 
EVA padded Short pant, elastic, very tight fit on the body 

made from an excellent quality Japanese material. Ideal 
for all seasons. This one is padded on the hips for max-
imum protection during those dives on the ground. Top 

quality protection; ideal For Training or Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL

Color: 
Black / Blue

Material descriptions: 
100 % Rubax with EVA Padding

New design, new STRONGER, HARDER padding! Thermal, EVA 
padded 3-4 long pant, elastic, very tight fit on the body made from 
an excellent quality Japanese material. Ideal for all seasons. This 
one is padded on the hips and knees for maximum protection 
during those dives on the ground. Top quality protection; ideal For 
Training or Games!

Sizes: 
S to XL
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COMPRESSION T-SHIRT

Color: 
White / Yellow

Blue / Black
Red

Material descriptions: 
85 % Polyester + 15 % Spandex

Elastic, very tight fit on the body made from 
an excellent quality Japanese material ideal 

for the winter.  It helps maintain correct body 
temperature in winter conditions. Insulates 

our body from the outside, while at the same 
time evacuating sweat and providing a pleas-

ant compression effect. Not just for keepers 
but for everyone looking for a top-quality pro-
tection from the cold.  For Training or Games! 

Sizes:
3XS to XL

COMPRESSION LEGGING

Color: 
White / Yellow

Blue / Black
Red

Material descriptions: 
85 % Polyester + 15 % Spandex

Elastic, very tight fit on the body made from 
an excellent quality Japanese material ideal 

for the winter.  It helps maintain correct body 
temperature in winter conditions. Insulates 

our body from the outside, while at the same 
time evacuating sweat and providing a pleas-

ant compression effect. Not just for keepers 
but for everyone looking for a top-quality pro-
tection from the cold.  For Training or Games! 

Sizes: 
3XS to XL
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GLOVE WASH FOAMSLEEVES

Color: 
Black / Red / Green
Blue / Yellow 

Material descriptions: 
65% Polyester, 19% Elastic, 16% Lycra

A product specifically designed for keepers 
to keep them protected from diving on hard 
grounds.  It feels like a second skin without 
affecting the mobility of the arm. It is a must 
have for all keepers especially for the hot 
summer days! 

Sizes:
XS - XL

Foam cleans gloves, special product 
to remove dirt and bad odors from 

gloves.

Sizes: 
500 ml

SOCKSGOALKEEPER GLOVE BAG

Color: 
Black / White

Material descriptions: 
100 % Polyester Speedo

Specially designed socks for keepers. Very high, with su-
per elastic details on the thighs to avoid going down. Light 

and comfortable with anatomic fit on the feet.

Sizes: 
34/37, 37/40, 40/43, 43/46

Goalkeepers Glove Bag with carrying handle.

A new product!  An excellent choice for our 
goalkeepers to carry their gloves and per-
sonal belongings. It has a zip closure and a 
ventilated mesh to allow the gloves to breath 
inside. 
A MUST HAVE ITEM FOR ALL KEEPERS!
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REFLEX BALLNECK WARMER

Color: 
Orange  

Material descriptions: Made of BALENO 1.5 
mm. 1 Layer Polyester Lamination Machine 

Stitch - 4 Pannels
Weight: 260-280 Grams.

Sizes: 
One Size

Color: 
Black / Yellow

Material descriptions: 
100 % Fleece

Perfect for cold weather or snow. Can be used 
as a neck warmer or as a winter hat.

Sizes:
One Size

PROFESSIONAL SOCCER BALL

Color: 
One color

Material descriptions: Made of TARGET PU 4 Layers Laminated (2 
layers Polyester + 2 layers PC) Air Mattress Sheet 2 mm Butyal 
Bladder Hand Stitch – 32 Panels
Weight: 420-450 Grams

Sizes: 
4/5
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